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Introduction: NREM Sleep as a preferential 
phenomenon to study consciousness

Although it is impossible to provide a definition 
of consciousness according to standard scientific 
reduction, neuroscientists have proposed empiri-
cal ways to establish levels of consciousness, from 
presence to absence. At present, consciousness is 
analytically studied through the various outputs cor-
relating with it. These are called Neural Correlates 
of Consciousness (NCCs) (Tononi & Koch, 2008). 
Deep, or dreamless, sleep is the only physiologi-
cal state where consciousness fades, providing a 

window for defining plausible NCCs. Among these 
correlates, the ones that make more sense for defin-
ing consciousness are those that are constrained, 
by means of the so-called “backwards causation”, 
by the global state of the brain (Gell-Mann, 2001; 
Feinberg, 2012). 
Sleep electrophysiology includes several rhythms 
and waves that are peculiar of NREM sleep, the most 
important being the spindle waves, the delta waves 
and the Sleep Slow Oscillations (SSOs, including 
K Complexes), with a background of theta activity, 
that however can also be present during wakeful-
ness, e.g. during meditative states (Cahn & Polich, 
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2006). The appearance of these peculiar rhythms 
is also accompanied with a modification of global 
“coherence”, measured by connectivity indexes 
(Ferri et al., 2008). The vision that consciousness is 
an emerging property is corroborated by the com-
plex structure of the “connectome”. In other words 
consciousness may require the complex-network 
structure, from small world to scale-free properties, 
all being unraveled by an increasing corpus of scien-
tific literature (see review of Sporns, 2014).
In this work, we shall focus on Slow Wave Sleep 
(SWS), namely the deepest stage of NREM sleep 
characterized by the occurrence of high amplitude 
oscillations, namely delta waves, and SSOs. The 
latter show distinctive negative peaks that are hall-
marks, as we shall see, of electrical stillness in large 
neural assemblies (Amzica & Steriade, 1998). 
Finally, transitions towards and out of sleep-related 
unconsciousness may also be of help in understand-
ing which rhythm and connectivity modifications 
can account for transient behaviors such as falling 
asleep and awakening. Herein, we will show some 
hints of these modifications by reporting our results 
on sensory processing during sleep, specifically on 
how it integrates neural activity in a wake-like fash-
ion, before some sleep protection mechanism takes 
place. Our findings can also explain why people 
are fully aware of stimuli administered while they 
are asleep and unconscious, in case the sensory-
processing arousal is strong enough.
The aim of the work is to provide new vistas on 
whether and how SSO fits within current theories of 
consciousness. To this aim the following Sections 
2 and 3 respectively provide the background about 
theories of consciousness and SSO physiology. 
Section 4 outlines how sleep-related unconscious-
ness, in our opinion, obeys current theories of 
consciousness on the basis of recent experimental 
findings on SSOs.

Theories of consciousness

In this section we briefly review the current theories 
of consciousness, and how these may connect to a 
vision of brain complexity. 
A prominent role is played by the notion of Baars’ 
Global Workspace (GW) (1988, 1993). This is a 
psychological theory aimed at summarizing the quali-

ties of consciousness that have been discovered since 
the seminal works of William James (1890). The 
most important concept is the acknowledgement that 
consciousness takes place in streams, namely in chan-
nels that, computationally speaking, carry a very low 
bandwidth (information per unit time). Next, we only 
experience a single stream at a time. Many experi-
ments on sensory rivalry have excluded that we may 
simultaneously perceive more than one scene, and this 
fact has been long discussed in terms of biological 
advantage in speeding up decision for, e.g., gathering 
food. The conclusion is that consciousness is a serial, 
low-information process that at any time integrates the 
massive, unconscious, parallel activity of the majority 
of brain neurons in a single scene at a time. The GW 
in this sense is a meta-theory, as its emergence is solid 
but still not theoretically explained, making it more a 
metaphor than a model. In a nutshell, there must exist 
a process, and, maybe a locus for the process, where all 
information gathers and some of it is selected to reach 
conscious awareness (Baars, 1988).
The most prominent physiological counterpart for 
the GW theory is the “reentry theory” of Nobel 
Laureate G.M. Edelman (1987). Integrated nuclei, 
i.e. neural circuits kept stable by feedback loops, 
carry parallel computation, but one central thalamo-
cortical system, with its own re-entrant feedbacks, 
provides a plausible infrastructure for the GW 
(Edelman et al., 2011). It has been recently conjec-
tured that unconsciousness derives from the impair-
ment of feedbacks (Boly et al., 2012). A central role 
in the reentry theory is played by the complexity 
of the network infrastructure that supports the GW 
nucleus (Tononi et al., 1994). We may add that this 
seminal idea was able to boost the still growing 
research on human connectome (Sporns, 2014).
A complementary approach, based on information 
theory, is focused on the dynamical neural-activity pat-
terns occurring over the complex network. Complexity, 
hence the emerging property of consciousness, is, 
according to Giulio Tononi, ultimately associated to 
informational flow (Tononi, 2008; Oizumi et al., 2014). 
It is the integration of information flow that makes 
global information different than the sum of its parts. 
Consciousness is formally defined as this difference, 
which is zero both when the system is fully synchro-
nous and when its parts do not interact. This theory, 
called Integrated Information Theory (IIT) successfully 
explains sleep-related unconsciousness, both during 
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NREM sleep where moduli independence has been 
recently revealed (e.g. by Boly et al 2012), and during 
propofol-induced anesthesia, when brain activity is 
strongly synchronized (Lewis et al., 2012). Intuitively, 
IIT states that a bead of metal, whose electrical activity 
is dominated by electrons in the conduction band, keeps 
being unconscious both at rest, with electrons moving 
due to thermal fluctuations and when synchronously 
moving, for example when the bead is oscillating as the 
weight of a simple pendulum.
The pivotal role of the thalamus in sculpting both 
network and information-flow complexity has been 
discussed in the review of Ward (2011). Thalamus is 
composed of a few dozen of nuclei and subnuclei, with 
negligible neural cross-talk in term of chemical syn-
apses (Hughes et al., 2002; Timofeev and Chauvette, 
2011). They indeed project to specific cortical areas 
and collect information from those. Notice that the tha-
lamic afference is much higher than the corresponding 
efference: thus, the bandwidth relative to information 
gathering is much larger than that relative to reactive 
control. This means that the role of the thalamus is that 
of integrating incoming information and resending the 
compressed information back to the different cortical 
areas, in a feedback loop. Each loop cycle has thus 
the form of a coarse-grained projection, i.e. the output 
towards the cortex is coarse-grained (i.e. contains less 
information) with respect to the input from the cortex 
to the thalamus. In mathematics, it is well known that 
any stable solution of an iterative coarse graining pro-
cess (e.g. a zoom) is a fractal. This discovery, made 
by Kadanoff (1966), predicts that criticality, which we 
will introduce in the following paragraph, is associated 
with scale-free properties (Werner, 2012).
The metaphor of the bead of metal was introduced to 
intuitively describe the predictive merits of Tononi’s 
IIT. Now we use it to better clarify how mathemati-
cal and physical notions of complexity can be trans-
ferred into the realm of neurosciences. Imagine that 
the bead is made of iron or some other ferromagnetic 
material. This has interesting consequences. First, it 
is well known that physical memories in electronics 
exploit ferromagnetism, as the net internal magnetic 
field depends on the past history of the external one. 
Above a certain temperature, namely when random 
fluctuations are too high, all memory is lost. Near 
this transition temperature, called critical point, we 
have the emergence of properties closely resembling 
both the GW and the IIT theory. In other words, as 

many scientists conjecture, the awake brain resides 
near a critical point (Chialvo, 2010; Beggs & 
Timme, 2012; Massobrio et al., 2015 and references 
therein). Before entering the discussion, let us define 
as subcritical a system that behaves as a sum of 
independent parts, and supercritical a system where 
all parts behave in a coherent way. As mentioned, 
IIT would predict low integrated information in both 
cases. Interestingly, near this transition it would pre-
dict high levels of integrated information.
The main properties of a critical system, i.e. a thermo-
dynamic system at the critical point, are the following.
1) As mentioned, information of the whole is differ-

ent from the sum of the information of the parts. 
It is impossible, at criticality, to divide the system 
in two uncorrelated parts.

2) This is in turn due to the dynamical presence of a 
slowly changing backbone of correlated elements 
of the system, also called “giant cluster”. While 
the majority of the system does not belong to 
this backbone, the dimension of the giant cluster 
spans the whole system in fractal geometry, so 
that no part of the system is “too far from it”. As 
there is only one giant cluster at a time, we may 
see it as a serial integrator of parallel activity.

3) Infinite autocorrelation in time and space, i.e. 
presence of network hierarchical modularity with 
slowly changing dynamics, namely with a persis-
tency lasting for very extended time durations.

We notice that the conjecture of “critical brain” con-
nects GW and IIT theories. It also connects network 
complexity to non-extensive entropy production (i.e. 
redundancy at all scales). Finally, we mention those 
properties that connect to measurable quantities.
4) Critical systems have infinite susceptibility to 

external fields, which can be translated into max-
imal capability of response to external stimuli.

5) The aforementioned persistency, or infinite correla-
tion time in the physical jargon, ultimately stems 
from fluctuations of macroscopic quantities (in the 
physical jargon, of the order parameters), so the 
dynamics of the giant cluster (possibly of the GW) 
visits metastable states with a diversity of durations, 
undergoing abrupt transitions from one metastable 
state to the following. The diversity of these duration 
times ultimately yields the 1/f properties of the sys-
tem power spectrum (Allegrini et al., 2009; 2010a).

6) Structural changes are mediated by transitions 
that propagate with a domino-like evolution. 
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However these avalanches have to stay stable, 
namely not to quench too fast neither to explode 
in an exponential way (Beggs & Plenz, 2003). 

This latter property, envisaged since the early works 
of Turing (1950), is normally associated to “self-
organized criticality” (SOC), whose paradigm, in the 
easiest form, is the process of avalanching in a sand 
pile, kept stable by continuous injection of sand from 
the top. SOC has been verified, in terms of firing, in 
practically every neural system, both in vitro and in 
vivo (for a review, see Massobrio et al., 2015). Our 
group showed its validity also at the EEG level, in 
wakefulness and all phases of sleep (Allegrini et al., 
2010b, 2013, 2015). Notice, however, that this prop-
erty, despite much literature on this subject, does not 
in fact reflect real stable critical conditions, but rather 
a drive towards auto-organization. This is in fact 
a short-time property and does not need re-entrant 
feedbacks to take place. Criticality, on the other hand, 
refers to a long-time stable or metastable condition, 
made possible by re-entrant feedbacks.
In Section 4 we conjecture that the global re-entry 
feedback (pertaining to the giant integrated nucleus 
playing the role of the GW), present in the awake brain, 
is replaced, during SWS, by the occurring of SSOs.

Sleep Slow Oscillation: from cellular to 
network level
At the cellular level, during SWS, cortical and 
thalamic neurons undergo a dynamical pattern cor-
responding to an alternation between hyperpolar-
ization, with synaptic silence, and depolarization 
with synaptic activity and bursting (for a review see 
Steriade, 2006). The durations of hyperpolarization, 
also called “down state” and of the bursting seg-
ments, also called “up states” are of several hundreds 
of milliseconds. Up states have been considered as 
fragments of wakefulness since they show high fre-
quency EEG rhythms and spatiotemporal coherence 
similar to wakefulness (Sejnowski and Destexhe, 
2000; Destexhe et al., 2007). The fast EEG rhythms 
crowning the up state have been reported as neural 
correlates of memory consolidation (Molle & Born, 
2011) with mentation as by product (Steriade, 2000). 
Overall, the process, called neural bistability, lasts 
more than one second for each neuron (Timofeev 
et al., 2001) and is due to a shift in the dynamical 
equilibrium of ionic currents. For instance, in thala-

mocortical neurons, the balance between Ca2+ and 
K+ currents becomes multi-stable (more than one 
membrane-voltage points yielding zero net current) 
when a leakage current of K+ is present. When the 
K+-current response to voltage differences is high, 
i.e. with many potassium channels open, there is a 
single equilibrium point at the -90 mV, the hyperpo-
larization voltage (Crunelli et al., 2006). 
Large neural populations undergo bistability in a 
coordinated way. This results in a high amplitude 
electrophysiological response at the level of EEG 
and MEG. EEG SSO has a peculiar shape: emerg-
ing from a zero-centered baseline, it consists of a 
first positive bump, followed by a huge negative 
peak followed in turn by a large positive deflection 
(Massimini et al., 2004; Menicucci et al., 2009; 
Piarulli et al., 2010). The velocity of descent to the 
negative peak roughly corresponds to how synchro-
nously neurons fall into the down state (Esser et al., 
2007; Menicucci et al., 2009; Carrier et al., 2011). 
The peak-to-peak amplitude of the SSO, detected on 
the scalp electrode, is a measure of the numerosity 
of underlying neural assemblies undergoing bistabil-
ity (Hanlon et al., 2011). The two measures, taken 
together, are the EEG correlates of the so-called 
“proneness to bistability”, namely the intensity of 
the leakage current caused by the opening of activi-
ty-dependent potassium channels (Vyazovskiy et al., 
2007). As a result, the alternation of up and down 
states take place at a variety of scales, from the cel-
lular to a large network level.
Our research group has studied the human SSO in 
depth. In (Menicucci et al., 2009) and in (Piarulli et 
al., 2010) a detection method to unravel SSOs out 
of the EEG signal was provided. It is based on the 
seminal work of Massimini el al. (2004) where the 
normative algorithm was given: a sharp negative 
peak of at least -80 mV, and overall amplitude of 
140 mV. The waves corresponding to these criteria 
are called full-fledged SSOs. As these waves co-
occur with some delay on different EEG electrodes, 
a single “SSO event” consists of all SSO waves in 
all channels, namely those displaying full-fledged 
SSOs complemented with subthreshold ones, whose 
shape strongly correlates with the full-fledged part 
of the event. Massimini et al. (2004) showed that 
SSO is a wave traveling on the cortical mantle in a 
fronto-posterior direction, with a speed of propaga-
tion of the negative-peak average of about 5 m/s. 
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They also showed that the topology of the SSO 
detection rate and amplitude have a marked fronto-
occipital gradient, reflecting the homeostatic pres-
sure after daytime wakefulness (Tononi & Cirelli, 
2006). 
There has been an intense debate on whether SSO is a 
pure cortical phenomenon or the result of a thalamo-
cortical interplay. Although the thalamic ablation 
seems not to fully abolish cortical SSO expression 
(Timofeev et al., 2000, Lemieux et al., 2014), two 
seminal reviews (Crunelli & Hughes, 2010; Crunelli 
et al., 2015), mainly focused on electrophysiological 
recordings in animals, stated that the full understand-
ing of SSOs can not be achieved without considering 
the thalamo-cortical network as a single functional 
and dynamic unit. Our data on a patient with a selec-
tive thalamic degeneration, a consequence of a Fatal 
Familial Insomnia, indicate a dramatic suppression 
of SSOs, supporting the hypothesis of a bidirectional 
cortico-thalamic interplay in generating and modulat-
ing the SSO features (Gemignani et al., 2012).
One of the aims of our group has been and still is 
that of linking thalamic modulation with excitatory 
activity and the following down states. For this rea-
son, in two recent studies, we focused on episodes 
of bistability not immediately preceded (by at least 
3 seconds) by other SSOs. This choice has allowed 
the identification of rhythms and network conditions 
predictive of the falling into the down state. It has 
been hypothesized that isolated instances of bistabil-
ity could be triggered by some energy surplus in the 
form of a wake-like excitatory wave that precedes 
the down state (Menicucci et al., 2013; Laurino et al., 
2014). As the opening of leakage channels is favored, 
the fact that an excitation is able to induce a transition 
into the down state is not unexpected both from a the-
oretical and an experimental point of view. Perturbing 
a system with two stable states does in general force 
a transition to the lowest-energy one. This holds true 
also for the sleeping neurons, as shown in neural 
models (Wilson et al., 2006; Frohlich et al., 2006). 
Still at a computational level, depolarization-activated 
K+ channels have been used by Hill & Tononi (2005) 
to model bistability in the thalamo-cortical system. 
Experimentally, this transition to the down state after 
an excitatory trigger has been described in ferret-
brain slices by Sanchez-Vivez et al. (2000, 2010). 
In synthesis, these potassium channels determine the 
SSO expression, because:

1) Their opening is blocked by cholinergic activity 
(Rudolph et al., 2005). This means that SSOs 
cannot in general take place during wakefulness 
or REM sleep.

2) Excitatory systems, other than the cholinergic 
ones, as they increase the network excitability, 
also increase the homeostatic pressure for sleep, 
so the more the past activity the more the opening 
of potassium channel for SSOs (Sanchez-Vivez 
et al. 2000; Faraguna et al., 2008; Vyazovskiy et 
al., 2009). This property has been experimentally 
verified (for a review see Murphy et al., 2011): 
tasks during wakefulness that activate a particu-
lar area correlate with an increase of Slow Wave 
Activity in the frequency range of SSO in the 
same area.

3) Local non-cholinergic excitations act as a trigger 
for the opening of these channels (Amzica and 
Steriade, 1998a, Eschenko et al., 2012).

At the EEG level, we have shown that a positive 
bump regularly precedes the negative peak by 300-
500 ms (Menicucci et al., 2013). Not only does the 
positive bump significantly emerge upon the zero-
crossing line, but it also contains fast EEG rhythms, 
up to gamma activity. Thus, it indeed acts as a trig-
ger for the K+ channels opening. 
In order to better define the temporal dynamics of the 
relationships between wake-like excitation and the fol-
lowing bistability, we have used the model of sensory 
evoked responses during NREM sleep, the so-called K 
Complexes. We recall that K Complexes share the same 
cellular mechanisms taking place in SSOs (Amzica & 
Steriade, 1998b, 2002). The K Complex model allowed 
us to tackle the following questions: Are we unconscious 
of sensory stimuli during sleep? Are we really insensi-
tive to the external world or some complex process hap-
pens? Subjectively, we have all experienced perception 
while sleeping, e.g. sudden awakenings due to nocturnal 
earthquakes. Our study clarified how the sleeping brain 
interacts with external environment. We administered 
to healthy subjects simple acoustic, tactile and visual 
stimuli while sleep got deeper. High-density EEG 
showed that, for 200 milliseconds, sleeping brain starts 
processing stimuli in specific sensory cortical areas, but 
this very wake-like activity (P200, or positive bump in 
spontaneous SSOs) can induce a diffuse half-a-second’s 
electrical silence (N550 or down state) in higher-level 
cortical areas, which erases consciousness and protects 
sleep (Laurino et al., 2014). We found that the real travel 
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of SSO is guided by that of the excitatory trigger with an 
opposite direction with respect to the travel of the nega-
tive peak, whose travel is in fact apparent and caused 
by different levels of cortical proneness to bistability in 
different cortical areas (Laurino et al., 2014). The emerg-
ing scenario is that of a bistability driven by the interplay 
between two necessary conditions: (i) the efficient corti-
cal travel of P200 from primary sensory areas to frontal 
ones, and (ii) the higher proneness to bistability of these 
latter areas. As far as proneness to bistability is con-
cerned, we have recently demonstrated that the higher 
the thalamo-cortical entanglement (expressed by sigma 
activity), the higher the amplitude and the probability of 
SSO, both in average and for each event (Menicucci et 
al., 2015). Indeed the SSO travel occurs on paths previ-
ously prepared by higher thalamo-cortical entanglement 
(Menicucci et al., 2015). 

The Sleep Slow Oscillation in the context 
of theories of consciousness: new vistas 
towards a synthesis
We are in a position to conjecture that the role of 
the down state is to disrupt the interaction between 
thalamo-cortical entanglement and evoked sensory 
excitations (or spontaneously integrated excitatory 
activities) for preventing the emergence of global 
integration. This, already clear at cellular and network 
level, fits all aforementioned theories of conscious-
ness with no mutual contradiction. This Section is 
devoted to clarify the connections of our findings 
to the aforementioned theories. We will review the 
stationary or quasi-stationary conditions of the sleep-
ing brain, with strong engagement of the thalamus in 
preventing firing of cortical neurons and thus inter-
regional information flow. The natural stimulus that 
encounters this condition is able to modify this pat-
tern, with a complex response at different levels. As 
sleep onset is outside the scope of this review, we first 
focus on the sleeping condition before the stimulus. 
Why are we unconscious? Tononi’s IIT has the 
merit of clarifying that hyper-synchronization is 
indeed a form of fragmentation, both preventing a 
consciousness core to emerge. This means that a 
largely synchronized brain is associated to minimal 
neural information flow. 
During NREM sleep, the thalamus indeed drives 
large portions of the brain in slowly changing spatio-
temporal patterns. This thalamo-cortical entrainment 

is directly marked by sigma activity (Menicucci et al., 
2015). This entrainment may give the false impres-
sion that the system is undergoing system integra-
tion in the areas involved. In fact, cortico-cortical 
activity is diminished with respect to wakefulness, 
at least in terms of firing rate (Timofeev et al., 1996; 
Vyazovskiy et al. 2009) and thus the information flow 
is impaired. Pyramidal cells patternization is caused 
by simultaneous excitation and inhibition from thal-
amo-cortical projections (DeFelipe & Fariñas, 1992; 
for a review, see Sejnowski & Destexhe, 2000). As a 
result, their excitability is high, but the firing is inhib-
ited. Thus, communication among neural patches is 
absent, but their potassium channels are facilitated in 
their opening (Zhu et al., 2011). 
Brain-activity fragmentation has been reported in 
recent works, both in anesthesia (Lewis et al., 2012) 
and in natural sleep (Boly et al., 2012; Allegrini et al., 
2013). Different nuclei, in particular those pertaining 
to the Default Mode Network, a network active dur-
ing inactivity or self-reflection, show higher indepen-
dence indexes during unconscious states. This lack of 
inter-nuclei connectivity also explains the results of 
Massimini et al. (2005) that showed that a transcra-
nial magnetic stimulus (TMS) administered in the 
premotor cortex only gives rise to a spreading excita-
tion during conscious states, but stay local, with fast 
quenching in NREM sleep. However, this fragmenta-
tion state is presumably a dynamical, rather than a 
stable state. Different levels of integration, involv-
ing different areas, take places during sleep. This is 
because neural plasticity is unavoidable, even in vitro, 
with a pressure towards critical integration, as proven 
by the literature on critical avalanches (Beggs & 
Plenz, 2003). We advance the hypothesis that NREM 
sleep is a transient condition when the brain activity 
is kept segregated; however the brain tends to a criti-
cal state as its thermodynamic equilibrium (Allegrini 
et al., 2015).
When a natural stimulus is administered, the well-
wired thalamo-cortical and cortical architecture regu-
larly allows the creation of large-scale avalanches, 
with a wake-like wave traveling from primary cortical 
areas to frontal integrative ones (Laurino et al., 2014). 
In other words, a natural stimulus and, we conjecture, 
spontaneous excitations, act as a catalyst to re-instate 
long-range connectivity. Indeed, this passage elic-
its cortico-thalamo-cortical re-entrant loops along 
the excitation travel, via core thalamic projections, 
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interfering with the thalamic patternization that was 
preventing information flow (Sejnowski & Destexhe, 
2000). The emergence of long-range communication 
drives the brain to a quasi-conscious state. However, 
this excitation is also responsible for the opening of 
the potassium channels, with a consequent SSO that, 
via a half-a-second’s neural stillness, resets and dis-
connects the involved areas.
The above-envisaged picture has the merit of con-
necting much experimental evidence on SSOs. It is 
also completely coherent with current theories of 
consciousness. Before the stimuli, the GW is absent, 
with low level of integrated information, and with 
thalamic re-entries that are unable to integrate activ-
ity of different areas. The neurons, according to many 
experimental evidences (Massobrio et al., 2015), still 
undergo Self-Organized Critical avalanching, but the 
system is far from a stable critical state. Indeed, we 
have a pressure towards criticality, and the emergence 
of an integrated structure is favored (and accompa-
nied) by excitatory activities. These excitations elicit 
the opening of potassium channels and thus the down 
states (Sanchez-Vives et al., 2010). 
Imagine that the stimulus is strong enough to pro-
voke awakening. This may happen because stimuli 
also elicit a brain-stem activity that, via the reticular 
activating system, prevents potassium channels from 
opening. However, this does not interfere with the 
integrative dynamics initiated by the stimulus. A 
high-level connectivity, with re-entrant loops, emerg-
es (Edelman’s theory); the thalamus starts its coarse-
graining projections (Ward’s theory) thus driving 
the brain towards stable states with high levels of 
integrated information (Tononi’s theory). In other 
words, a critical Global Workspace (Baars’ theory), 
that serially integrates all brain activity, has formed.
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